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The importance of an engine timing belt
What is the purpose of a timing belt?
The purpose of a timing belt is to
ensure that the moving components
of an engine revolve in perfect
co-ordination.
The belt revolves at 1000s of
revolutions every minute, withstanding
extreme mechanical and thermal
stresses, so replacing the belts and
tensioners at the scheduled intervals
is essential maintenance.

Model

Model Variant

Change
(Miles)

147/156/GT/GTV-Spider

1.6/1.8 TS/2.0 TS-JTS

36,000*

147/156/GT/GTV-Spider

Diesel/Petrol V6

72,000*

159/Brera/Spider

1.8 MPI/1.9 - 2.0 - 2.4 JTD 84,000*

159/Brera/Spider

1.8 1750 TBi

63,000*

MITO/Giulietta

1.4 16V

72,000*

MITO/Giulietta

1.6 Mjtd/2.0 Mjtd

84,000*

Giulietta

1.750 TBi

63,000*

Alfa Romeo

The Technical Skills

Fiat

There is no better place to have your
timing belt replaced than at a FGA
Group Dealership, with its modern fully
equipped workshops staffed by FGA
Group trained technicians who have
the required expertise and specialist
tools to ensure your car is maintained
to the highest standards.

500

1.2 8V/1.4 16V

72,000*

Bravo 2007>

1.4 16V/1.9 JTD 8V

72,000*

Bravo 2007>

1.6 Mjtd/2.0 Mjtd

84,000*

Bravo 2007>

1.9 JTD 16v

93,000*

Doblo 2010>

1.4 Euro 4

72,000*

Doblo 2010>

1.6 Mjtd/2.0 Mjtd

84,000*

Ducato 2007>

2.3 Jtd

When is it time to replace the
timing belt?
Check out when your timing belt is due
to be changed using the table shown.

120,000*

Grande Punto/Punto 2009> 1.6 D / 1.6 Mjtd

84,000*

Grande Punto/Punto 2009> 1.2 / 1.4 / 1.9 jtd 8V

72,000*

Panda

1.1/1.2 /1.4 16v

72,000*

Qubo-Fiorino

1.4 8V

72,000*

Scudo 2008>

1.6 JTD/2.0 JTD

108,000*
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* Regardless of mileage, the timing belt must be replaced every four years in cases of
particularly demanding use (cold climate, city traffic, long idling) or at least every
five years.

This quick reference list is for guidance only, please ask your dealer to check the specific
interval for your vehicle.
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